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By Paul Temple

Image 1- The AR102 in its shipping box.

As sophisticated as technology is becoming, it is still a lot of fun to actually
look through a telescope from time to
time. Since 2008, I have been looking
through an eyepiece less and at a monitor
more. This is supposed to be my hobby,
but the increasingly demanding technology has it feeling more and more like
work! In January 2016, I decided to do
something about that.
As a life-long astronomy buff, I have
a lot of telescopes. My first real scope was
a 60-mm Sears refractor. I used it for
years, until I broke the lens while cleaning

off gunk. In my current stable of scopes
is The Bargain Bucket -- an 8-inch homemade f/5 Dobsonian; Little Eye -- a
Meade ETX 90mm; The Beast -- a Celestron 6- inch f/8 refractor; Temple 28 -- a
Celestron 11-inch CPC robotic scope;
Dimestore -- a 60-mm Meade refractor;
and Temple 20 -- a Meade LX200 8-inch
robotic scope.
Dimestore had been my grab-and-go
scope. A few years ago, I got tired of reading negative posts from users of Apo and
ED Refractor denigrating the venerable
60-mm scopes, so I bought one on eBay

for $21 delivered. I used it in stock condition to view Mars at the last opposition,
and it was good enough to produce a
color sketch with watercolor pencils that
got positive reviews from fellow sketchers
on numerous websites.
After doing the sketch, I upgraded
the focuser, which made it an even greater
pleasure to use. However, it was too little
aperture for enough targets that I often
wished for something bigger yet still
portable, and although the altitude/azimuth mount was useable, it could have
been a lot better. After some hard think-
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Image 2 - The assembled AR102.
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ing about alternative designs, I decided to
stick with a refractor for simplicity and
ease of use.
With $300US to spend, my first
thought was to buy a 72-mm ED. The reviews on these scopes were terrific. Although 72 mm is way more scope than
the Meade 60-mm, I just wasn’t sure I
wanted one that small, especially since it
was over the budget by $100. Unfortunately, every other ED or Apo scope was
out of my price range.
After perusing used scopes online and
seeing only one ED or Apo refractor of interest – and it was over $450 – I decided
to check out larger achromatic refractors
for better bang for the buck.
As mentioned earlier, The Beast is my
6-inch achromatic f/8 refractor that sits
on an Orion Sirius mount with an extension pier. Since the rig weighs more than
100 pounds, set up it is definitely not
grab-and-go. The optics are excellent and

the chromatic aberration is surprisingly
well controlled for a refractor of such
short focal length. Plus, a Celestron
Minus-V filter (similar to the Baader
Fringe Killer) does a good job on the
chromatic aberration and doesn’t change
the color of the view much. With the experience of using The Beast, I felt like a
short achromatic would be a good telescope for me, if it was well built and even
give me a bit more aperture for the
money.
I looked at many products but kept
returning to the High Point Scientific
website to check out the AR-series optical
tube assembly from Explore Scientific.
These are nice looking scopes that come
in 102-mm, 127-mm and 152-mm diameter lenses, all with a f/6.5 focal ratio.
By the way, I am not affiliated with High
Point Scientific or Explore Scientific in
any way. However, High Point has been
extremely helpful in all my dealings with
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Image 3 - The AR102 on the author’s
Celestron NexStar GT supported by an
Orion Sirius tripod.
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Image 4 - Jupiter, captured in 3000 frames with a ZWO120MC camera, of which only
200 were kept. Thin clouds and nearness to the horizon made achieving optimal focus
a challenge, but the image still demonstrates the capabilities of the AR102 in
astrophotography mode.

them so is my go-to scope store.
The AR127 caught my attention
first, but the price was over my budget.
Plus, the weight and size seemed to be
going the wrong way for grab-and-go. So,
I began to seriously consider the AR102.
Most reviews praised the build, optical quality and size of the scope. I could
not find a review that was negative overall,
which is unusual for any product. The few
negative observations related to the chromatic aberration inherent in the short
focal ratio, but every review commented
that it was not as bad as expected, nor did
it hinder the overall quality of the views.
There were some comments about a
sticky or uneven focuser and possibly
some astigmatism when the temperature
went near freezing, but again, it was not
bad enough to cause a truly negative review. So I ordered the scope. I chose a returned AR102 that came with a full
guarantee and a bonus 2-inch 25-mm

INTRODUCING THE NEW 1100GTO GERMAN EQUATORIAL MOUNT
• Image Past the Meridian (up to the full 6 hours)
• Through-the-Mount Cabling
• Portability (R.A. & DEC. Axes Separate)
• 0˚ to 78˚ Latitude Range
• Built-in Precision-Adjust Rotating Pier Base
• Keypad and/or Computer Control
• Pre-programmed with PEMPro™
• ASCOM Compatible with Fully Supported Driver
• Operate with 12V Battery
• Ideal for 8” Refractors, 14-16” Cassegrains, Ritchey-Chrétiens and CDKs
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Image 5 - This color image of M42 was shot with a ZWO120MC camera using a 15-second exposure – an excellent result given the
conditions and the fact that it was captured with an multi-purpose camera.
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Image 6 - Moon test one: 3000 frames captured through the AR102 with a ZWO120MC
camera, of which 400 were used.

Image 7 - Moon test two: Again, 3000 frames of which 400 were used.

eyepiece. All of this was slightly less than
$300US. There is always a little concern
when you order a returned product, but
that fear was groundless and the product
looked brand new to me.
The scope comes packaged in a double box with plenty of internal support
(Image 1). It arrived quickly and in good
condition. Assembly primarily consists of
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taking off the rings and stripping off the
protective foam, then putting it back together. At 11.3 pounds (5.1 kilograms), it
is easy to transport, and the built-in handle really helps to make it easy to carry
(Image 2). Included in the purchase price
is a 2-inch dielectric diagonal, finder
scope and two-speed focuser.
Over the years, it has become appar-

ent that one of the differences between a
quality scope and a cheap one is often the
focuser. My old 6-inch refractor came
with an abysmal focuser by today’s standards. Weak and filled with black sticky
grease, it barely functioned in visual
mode. With my heavy CCD, it was almost totally unusable. I even used duct
tape to hold it in focus one time. The addition of a modern, $160 two-speed focuser solved this issue on the 6-inch.
Fortunately, the AR102 already has a solid
two-speed focuser that easily holds a moderately heavy CCD or eyepiece.
Over all, the fit and finish is outstanding. Light weight, but well built.
The focuser is very smooth and sensitive.
Some reviewers have commented that the
focuser felt sticky or coarse. This has not
been an issue with the scope that was
shipped to me. The focuser is important
in short focal length telescopes, since focusing is much harder to get right with
the short focal length.
The rings and dovetail are sturdy and
supply a handle to carry the scope with.
The interiors of the rings are covered with
felt to keep the tube from being scratched.
Clamps help to make sure the scope is oriented the way you want it.
But what about the optics? With a
quick look at the 3/4-Moon in twilight –
before it totally clouded up – I was impressed. There was a bit of purple fringing around the limb of the Moon, but
only that. I used the 25-mm, 70-degree 2inch eyepiece first, just to check it out.
This only gives you 26x, but man what a
field of view! It was crisp, and the face of
the Moon was very contrasty and showed
rich detail. I could see no coloration on
the Moon’s face – it just looked like it
should with a ED or APO scope. As expected, focusing was a bit more demanding, but the two-speed focuser made that
chore much easier.
When the weather next permitted, I
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looked at Capella and did some basic star
tests. At high power (165x) the diffraction
rings looked good on both sides of focus.
That same night, the Moon was almost
full, so any chromatic aberration would
really show up. Using an 8.8-mm Meade
82-degree eyepiece and the Celestron
Minus V filter, there was only a hint of
chromatic aberration around the Moon.
In fact, it was an almost unnoticeable
green fringe. The Minus V filter adds a bit
of yellow tint to the face of the Moon but
is a reasonable price to pay for almost purple-free images.
When I switched to the 25-mm 2inch eyepiece, there was some purple
fringing around the edge, but I did not see
it as being objectionable. I had no sense
at all that this bit of purple fringing effected the detail visible on the face.
Before the sky was completely covered with a layer of incoming clouds, I
slewed to M42 in Orion. Wow, even with

Image 8 - Moon test three: Another 3000 frames of which 400 were used.

thin clouds, I could see the Trapezium
clearly through both the 8.8-mm and the
25-mm! It was a little harder to differentiate the four stars at 26x (25-mm), but

very easy at 75x (8.8-mm) and even easier
at 188x (2.5x Barlow with the 8.8 mm).
In fact, I could see more than four stars!
When you add magnification, the views
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look very much like views with the 6-inch
f/8 acrho – just a bit dimmer.
So even with the short focal length,
the scope takes magnification well and focusing is quite easy due to the two-speed
focuser. This was a concern for me, since
I did want to look at the planets from
time to time. This scope is not maximized
for planetary observing but still does it
well.
The final visual test was at a dark-sky
site in Missouri. After a week of constant
clouds, Friday night was crisp and clear.
The first target was Jupiter. With the 8.8mm Meade eyepiece, a 2.5 Barlow and the
Celestron Minus V filter, the view was
very good. Numerous bands and circular
festoons were visible. Although I did not
check it by looking at an ephemeris, I
thought I detected the Great Red Spot
with averted vision. Jupiter was too near
the horizon for steady viewing, but if you
were patient, details would pop in and out
of view. A lot of detail can be seen if you
stay with it long enough.
The next target was the Pleiades cluster. I switched to the 2-inch 25-mm eyepiece with a #11 filter on the diagonal as
poor-man’s minus-v. The field of view was

very crisp from edge to edge. You could
see the stars as pinpoints and, even with
the #11 filter, could see a touch of their
characteristic blue tint.
By this time, the temperature fell
close to freezing. This is significant, because some AR102 reviewers claimed to
see some astigmatism when the temperatures dropped near freezing. Apparently,
this is caused by pinched optics and can
be cleared up by loosening the lenses in
their cells. But in my test, this was not a
factor.
To test out the AR102 and a new
ZWO120MC, which I also bought from
High Point, I mounted the scope on the
Orion Sirius go-to mount. With a few
modifications to the tripod, this is a very
stable setup and provides rock solid imaging or viewing. Unfortunately, all of the
accompanying images were captured
through thin clouds and are thus not a fair
representation of the capabilities of the
scope camera. Still, they do give a taste of
the quality and usability of this telescope,
as well as the compact ZWO multi-purpose camera.
Image 4, of Jupiter, was captured as
3000 images, of which only 200 were

Features and Specifications
Telescope series:.................................................................Explore AR Air-Spaced Doublet.
Telescope optical design:.........................................................................................Refractor.
Refractor design: ...................................................................................................Achromat.
Optical of optical elements: ...........................................................................................Two.
Aperture:.................................................................................................102 mm (4 inches).
Focal ratio:.....................................................................................................................f/6.5.
Focal length:......................................................................................663 mm (26.1 inches).
Optical coatings: ............................................................................................Explore EMD.
Limiting stellar magnitude: ...........................................................................................12.5.
Included diagonal: ............................................................2-inch dielectric mirror diagonal.
Eyepieces:.......................................................................................................Sold separately.
Finder:.................................8x50 non-illuminated straight-through finder scope included.
Focuser:.......................................................................................Dual-speed Crayford-style.
Focuser Size:................................................................................................................2-inch.
OTA diameter:...............................................................................3.96 inches (100.7 mm).
OTA length:...................................................................................25.5 inches (571.5 mm).
OTA weight: ...........................................................................11.3 pounds (5.1 kilograms).
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kept. It was a challenge to image Jupiter
through the clouds, as well as so close to
the horizon. I included this image primarily to demonstrate that the scope’s chromatic performance is actually quite good.
The color image of M42, Image 5,
was shot with the ZWO120 MC camera
using a 15-second exposure, and Images
6, 7 and 8 of the Moon were captured in
3000 frames, of which 400 were used.
Due to the thin clouds, there are focusing
issues, but the images still demonstrate
what can be done with a modest camera
and the AR102.
My overall impression is that the
scope is outstanding. It is a great deal for
the money, even at the non-sale price of
$399. The $299 I paid for a return sample feels like a steal. The optics are very
good, the fit and finish is outstanding,
and it is very portable. Overall, it is a real
bargain.
My only complaint is very minor. All
the screws and fittings on this scope are
metal except for six screws on the finder
scope. Since I have a habit of breaking
these type of Nylon screws, I was a little
concerned. Four out of the six screws on
the finder rings are Nylon and the two
screws that hold the finder assembly on
the optical tube are also plastic. However,
they do work fine to hold the finder quite
steady, so I guess it is not really all that important. You can replace them easily and
inexpensively, if you share my concern.
Overall, I highly recommend the Explore Scientific AR102 refractor as a lowcost alternative to a more expensive ED or
APO scope. No short-focus achromatic
refractor will ever produce the same quality of view that a more expensive ED or
APO can provide, but you can still get
great views for a lot less money. I can live
with a bit of purple around an image as
long as the image itself is still clear and
color-free, and in this regard, the AR102
delivers – admirably and cheaply!

